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POK CARRYING

Designed to Distribute the Weight.
Nearly all the civilized nations as
well as the savage tribes have some
characteristic manner of carrying the
infant which Is far superior to that
which Is generally followed In this
country, namely, of embracing the
child In such a manner that Its weight
falls principally on the hands and
arms of the nurse or parent. The
Japnnese woman makes a sort of sling,
which la thrown over the back and
supported from the shoulders, and
with this bit of apparatus tiny children
Mechanical

RED RIVER,

Acid phis

ftBlt

to Prof.
the recipe.

NEW

MEXICO.

makes life, according
But you have to know

Henry James says the American girl
Not If the boy comes with
theater tickets.

Is elusive.

The Tlerllners
re playing poker to
"beat the band. Another American Invasion, no doubt.

Commander Peary has a

THE BABY.

Device

$100,000

hip, and hopes he is a man of the
proper figure to sal) It.
Counting
variety
the
only, the census bureau found In this
country 47,329,517 hogs.
four-legge- d

Unfortunately for Sir Thomas, the
British cannot build yachts as well
as they can play checkers.
The New York Evening Post confesses to atrahlllarity. Only those
have it who own dictionaries.
York

How-doe- s

King Edward has given up the FOUND HISTORIC OLD MANTEL.
white vest habit, and this country
may now be expected to hew to his Octagon House Has One of Two Given
clothes line.
Washington by Lafayette.
While serving as a member of the
Men's pockets are to be made deep Inauguration Subcommittee, appointed
er and wider this season. This looks to mark points of historic interest,
like a neat stroke of sarcasm on the Joseph I. Keefer of Washington made
part of the tailors.
an interesting discovery. He made It
while attending to the masking of the
apAn Alabama editor has been
old Oetagon House occupied by Presipointed
convict inspector in that dent Madison in 1814, after the Britstate. Glad to see the profession rec- ish had burned the White House. Mr.
ognized on any terms.
Keefer said:
"For a long time I had been hunting
Llllle Devereux Blake has discovabout the old houses connected with
ered that it was a quince instead of the hltsory of Gen. Washington to see
an apple which Eve gave Adam. No if I could find, anything of a
famous
wonder trouble followed.
mantel brought to this country by
Gen. Lafayette during the Continental
Customs officials might find difficul- war, which vas one of a pair. A few
ty in proving that frogs' legs are "a weeks ago I found the much-sougnonessential article." They are cer- object In the old Octagon House, cortainly essential to the frogs.
ner of Eighteenth street and New
York avenue, where for years It has
The princess who has been selected stood. On a corner of It I found the
for King Alfonso is several months marks of the French maker, which corolder than he, and the records can't be respond with those on the other one
doctored. Being a princess lias draw- exactly.
backs, too.
"The Harewood House, Charlestown,
West Va., which was built by Gen.
Thirty-twbabies were born In two Washington for his brother Samuel,
days to families of working men em- where louis Philippe (afterward King
ployed at the Carnegie steel plant at of France) spent nearly a year, and
Homestead, Pa. The stork was work- where Washington delighted to bring
ing over time.
Lafayette, contains the other mantel.
Harewood House still remains in the
An English actress has recently family of Washington and is unmade $500,000 speculating In stocks. changed."
She says she did it all without the aid
of "tips." Moral: Always beware of
Highest of Bridges.
"tlpB" on stocks.
The highest bridge In the world beyond any question will be the steel
Boston, according to the Herald, "is structure now planned for the Zambesi
getting exceptionally healthy." People Falls, Africa. It will be somewhat
who can survive a steady diet of
beans, brown bread and codflsh must
be painfully healthy.
o

A

physician says that
are diseased and suggests
curing them. The trouble
good many of them have
to be cured.

Chicago

drunkvrds
means for
Is that a
no desire

Pennsylvania town of 6.000 Inhabitants has just erected Its first church,
though It has been In existence for 130
years. Evidently it has had no occasion to pray for its mayors and alderA

men In public.

The esteemed Boston Herald declares that "few of us realize what a
vast amount of poverty there is in
this country." The Herald must have
been looking over the newspaper
bunch pretty closely.
The father of triplets was on a fishing trip when they were born, twelve
days ago, and it is said that when he
reached home the other day and learned the news ho was quite surprised.
That seems quite plausible.
The Chicago Journal devotes about
a column to a communication seeking
to prove that "love is a magician
which reveals hidden beauties." Any
man who has been in love knows all
about that trick. Tell us something
new.
The New York Sun says: "A poet
comes to us BOW and lhn. We mean
a real poet wh has the 'stuff.' " But
even real poets have become so used
to hearing their productions referred
to as "stuff" that this will not discourage them.

wounded,

and

its fluttering attracted the attention
of the big hawk, which while sailing
through the ether had an eye out for
a ojuail dinner, and darting upon the
wounded bird, was about to cheat the
hunter out of his quarry. Dr. Rowland, while amazed at the turn of
events, did not propose to stand for
sui'h a play, and, training his ready
gun on the bold robber, with a pull
of the trigger put him out of commission, and saved both his birds. Ava-loAngeles
Los
correspondence

n

are to be seen in the streets of the
detectives are Japanese towns trudging along, but
rumored to have "spurned bribes." little hampered by the baby which
Evidently misprint for "urned."
they are carrying along on their backs.
The Indian has the papoose. The
Chicago has a whistling choir.
women of some of the Oriental tribes
the tenor ever resist the tempta- relieve themselves of a great deal of
tion, when the soprano puckers?
work by teaching their infant offspring
to cling to the neck of the mother.
It now costs $82,500 to get Into the There are endless ways of transportOften ing the baby, but that of holding it
New York Slock Exchange.
costs more than that to get out again. in the arms is the most uncomfortable
of them all. Often It Is postlvely
President Roosevelt might find quite painful.
a number of "$100,000 men" if he were
An assistant for the nurse in the
to tak,e them at the estimate of their shape of a mechanical device to diswives.
tribute the weight of the infant in
arms has been designed by an inventThe New York World says "paint or of West Hoboken, N. J., which is
Is a sure sign of prosperity." But so shown in the accompanying cut. This
many girls will put out the sign, re- carrier, it will be seen, distributes the
gardless.
weight between the shoulder and the
hip of the nurse, and in summer time
French undertakers prey on dead has the advantage of being much more
Americans. Well, unlike hotel keepers comfortable for the infant in that it
and others, they !:ave no chance at is not distressed by the heat from the
live ones.
nurse's body.
New

perience.
He ran upon a covey of quail and,
flushing them, dropped one with his
left barrel, and then, at considerable
of an angle, dropped another with
the right barrel. Turning to his first
bird he was just in time to see a fox
snatch It up ana start to run away
Quickly pumping another
with It.
cartridge Into his gun. he let the fox
After
have It. knocking him stiff.
reconnoitering a minute and finding
hie first bird, he was returning to
pick up the second, when something
shot down like an arrow from the
skies in front of him, the object proving to be an osprey.
The quail had been

Massachusetts now proposes to tax
cats. This bill should include the sort
that play In our back yard.

Two

Man, Fox and Hawk Cisputed Possession of Birds.
Dr. William Rowland of Pasadena,
who was up at Middle Ranch quail
shooting a few days prior to the close
o.' the season, had a most unique ex-

Times.
STEER
Young

DRIVEN

IN

HARNESS.

Has Succeeded in Educating Animal.
John Fornier, a young
who lives at Molunkus Lake,
Me., Is turning a pretty penny for
himself with his rducated steer, John
Henry. This steer Is a most amiable
beast, and has been trained to harness so well that he can be driven as
easily as a horse, and easier than
some horses.
A harness has been made for him
with reins, which he minds at the
slightest pull, and Is "sound and kind
French-Canadia-

n

French-Canadia-

ren."

On pleasant days John trots John
Henry up to Mattawamkeag village
and for the small sum of one dime
will let the outfit to anyone who
wishes to take a pleasure drive
around the town. Business Is Invariably good, and John has earned
enough money to keep John Henry lu
excellent condition.
The Mattawamkeag ladles are John's best customers, and John Henry really seems to
enjoy their company.
accompanying
photograph
The
shows John Henry and two of his
most ardent admirers.

BLEW DOWN CITY WALL.
People

of Leipsic Reminded of the
Fate of Jericho.
We have been hearing a good deal
about the walls of Jericho lately, and,
therefore, it is curious that we should
have an actual example of the power
occurring In Europe
of a trumpet-blas- t

short time ago, at Leipsic, the
conductor of a brass band used to
train his musicians in his garden,
which was bounded by the old walls
of the city.
One day, when they were practicing
a grand march they came to a passage
in which all the trumpets had to blow
fortissimo, and, as they gave one final
blast all together, they were astonished to see the old wall suddenly
crumble and topple over Into the
fields outside.
Happily, the only result was that
the cows in the meadows were frightened, but It Is evident that the walls
of Leipsic are even more unstable
than were the walls of Jericho.
A

STsetch.

Talking Postcards.
the "talking postcard" Is on
sale at 6d in a large number of retailers' shops. The "talking postcard" Is
described as a picture postcird with a
disc attached on which Is the record
of some song, or recitation, or piece
of orchestral music.
The disc Is made of celluloid, adheres firmly to the body of the postcard, and Is practically unbreakable,
to any
similar to the bridge at Niagara Falls, so that it Is not likelyof to come
the postofflce
grief at the hands
and will span the great rapids miu-as does Ihe structure in America. The people.
The disc, aided by a suitable gramo- African bridge, however, will not only
be much longer, but much higher than
that at Niagara. New York Herald.
To-da-

Compass With a History.
E. H. Dough ton of Uarre, Vt., has
a surveyor's aompass which may be
It
the first ever made in America.
was built by Peregrine White, who
was born on the Mayflower as the
vessel lay off the coast waiting for
a chance to make a landing. The
compass Is encased in hand hammered brass and the needle is said to
as In the day of
point as true

its maker.

phone, produces Bweet music, more or
less appropriate to ibe picture on the
card. Liverpool (Eng.) Mercury.

GREAT NEW YORK SHOW.
Landlords' Absurd Prerogatives.
The duke of Portland has the right Spectacular
Wonders of the New Hipof taking up Us abode in any of the
podrome.
tenants' houses on the Welbeck estate,
The Hippodrome, New York's newand Lord Balfour of Burleigh
can est and largest place of amusement,
make the tenants on his property as- was opened to the public April 12th, unsemble once a year bareheaded and der the management of Thompson &
barefooted, and acknowledge him pub- Dundy. Every one of the 6,200 seats
licly to be their lord and master.
was taken, and wherever there was
standing space it was filled.
The performance began with the
His Wealth In Creases.
spectacle, "A Yankee Clrciu- on Mars."
"One of the greatest fascinations of The first scene showed a stranded
saving money," said the man who had American circus about to be sold at
just treated, "lies In the fact that what auction. It Is bought by a Martian,
you put aside Is bound to develop your who takes it to his planet and this
resources. For Instance, take this gives opportunity In the following
dollar bill; It's doubled when I place scene to show very elaborate stage setit in my pocket and in creases when tings.
Following the "Circus on Mars" came
I take It out."
a spectacular production of American
Civil War incidents. "Andersonville, a
Story of Wilson's Raiders." In this
Naturally.
Miss Angellne (to Capt. Brown, who there was a battle scene, bringing
of mounted men on the stage.
has been cruising in Alaskan waters) numbers
great hippodrome tank was utilI suppose, captain, that In those The
ized in the
Bcene, the forepart
northern latitudes during a part of of the stagebattle
sinking, this process ot
the year the sun doesn't set till quite submersion continuing for several
a while after dark? Woman's Home minutes until the Btage represented a
Companion.
river.
With mounted troops represented In
retreat, horses and riders rush forward
Musicians Must Work Hard.
and plunge Into the river, many feet
Rubensteln that thunderer of the deep. Many horses were In the water
keyboard is credited with the follow- at the same time and the magnitude
ing dictum: "If I do not practice, for of the presentation of the battle made
a day I know It; If I miss two days a very effective scene.
The Hippodrome stage Is remarkmy friends know it; and If I miss
ably large and at times was crowded.
three days the public knows it."
Hundreds of personB and many animals, including elephants and horses,
were in vfew at one time, making a
Methods.
Primitive
stage
In the old Babylonian days, the very animated and picturesque introBcene.
circus specialties
wheat and corn were crushed by hand duced inThe
the first part of the performmills made from two circular flat ance were unusually good.
stones, the upper stone moving on a
flat wooden pivot, and turned with a
HONEST CONFESSION.
wooden handle.
A Doctor's Talk on Food.
Many Towns Named Washington.
There are no fairer set of men on
Almost every state has a Washing- earth than the doctors, and when they
ton. Washington, Ky., Is one of the find they have been in error they are
oldeBt towns in the state and almost usually apt to make honest and mancontemporaneous with Washington, D. ly confession of the fact.
C. Its old courthouse was erected in
A case in point Is that of an emi1794.
nent practitioner, one of the good
old school, who lives In Texas.
Hla
plain, unvarnished tale needs no
Demand for Plows in Greece.
up:
There are now some 10,000 modern dressing
"I had always had an intense prejuplows in use in Greece, against 14,000
I can now see was unantiquated ones. Greece 1b said to of- dice, which
warrantable
and
unreasonable, against
present
very
good
at
for
a
fer
market
muchly advertised foods. Hence,
all
the sale of agricultural implements.
I never read a line of the many 'ads.'
nor tested the food till
of Grape-Nuts- ,
English Hotel Menus.
last winter.
In spite of the cordon rouge, in
"While In Corpus Chrlstl for my
spite of the universal cookery ex- health, and viBltlng my youngeBt son,
hibition, the best hotel In England is who has four of the ruddiest, healthnot as good as any second-clas- s
French iest little boys I ever saw. I ate my
one, says Food and Cookery.
food for
first dish of Grape-Nut- s
my
grandsupper
with
little
I became exceedlncly
sons.
fond
Violins.
Old
of
Price
and
have eaten a packI(
At a recent auction in London an old of
every week since, and find It
violin was sold at a price of $4,500. A age of It
a delicious, refreshing and strengthenStradivarius brought $2,800, while a ing
food, leaving no 111 effects whatever,
violin of Hieroynmus Ainati was sold
no eructations (with which I
causing
at $375.
was formerly much troubled), no
sense of fullness, nausea, nor distress
Michigan and Minnesota.
of stomach In any way.
Michigan is the "lake" state and the
"There is no other food that agrees
people are "wolverines." Minnesota,
with me so well, or sits as lightly or
the "north star," on account of the In- pleasantly upon my stomach as this
signia of Rb seal. Its people are doeB. I am stronger and more active
"gophers," the allusion being to the since I began the use of Grape-Nut- s
condition of the state than I have been for 10 years, and am
no longer troubled with nausea and
due to the small bodleB of water.
given by Postum
indigestion." Na.-nCo., Battle Creek, Mich.
How She Did It.
There's a reason.
Bald haughty Miss Katherine Wing:
.in,!, In each pkg. for the famous
"A title for me that's the thing."
But' titles were few.
kittle book, "The Road to Wellvllle."
do
could
she
The best
I
Was marry a fellow named King.
Kansas City Times.

The
t'm weary of paint and powder.
I'm weary of eyebrows and curls,
Ai:d the busy soubret'e who sing's louder
Than all of the rest of the girls.
My fancy turns to the past to dwell
On the lassie who used to recite
The slorv they tell
Of the curfew hell
Forbidden to ling
I'm tired of the leading lady.
With the frown and the nlto voice.
In the pnst that's described as shady
No more can my heart rejoice.
To that curfew lassie the village pride
My memory once more inclines,
Who sweetly tried.
And who almost cried.
Because she forgot her lines.
No ueen of the drama is half so fair
As the star of that night. In sooth;
There Is none with such gold In her waving hair
And none with such artless youth.
And how I resent each ruthless year
That curtains the scenes of old!
I'd pay right dear
For a place to hear
The tale of the curfew told.
Washington Star.

t

e

Corn-Grindin-

honey-combe-

e

Good Work of Postofflce Men.
A postcard from New Zealand, addressed to "Thomas R. Clemas, England, via 'Frisco," has been delivered
to a Teignmouth tovn offlclui, for
whom it was Intended.

Paupers Kept in Luxury.
It cost the town of Ware, Mass.,
$10,000 to support nine paupers last
year, and economical citizens are suggesting that they be boardeu at a
first-clas-

s

hotel.

SECRET,

UNCLE

d

Drawing the Ladies.
and can be driven by ladies and child-

"NAT'S" GREAT

Fourth In the World.
The average resident of Chicago now
exclaims with St. Paul: "I am a ctti-icof no mean city." Chicago's population at this time exceeds 2,000,000.
The canvass Just now begun by the
publishers of the Chicago directory Is
to show 2,100,000 inhabitants
expected
easily pass under It. Four out of
every ten waiked out In the street on the basts of the census of 1900,
to have been Incorrather than pass beneath it. An av- which Is believed
Based on the census of 1890, it
erage of two out of the remaining six rect.
Is thought that It will show a populawalked under It only through overtion of upwards of 2,400,000. Averagsight, persuasion or after much
ing these two estimates, the population
of Chicago appears to be equal to that
of Manhattan and the Bronx, which Is
estimated as being hi- year 2,245,000.
Unflattering.
Chicago has grown to be as large as
Down at the Dyker Meadow Golf the old city of New York without
club one day this week was told a Brooklyn, Queens and Richmond added
story of an old time candle. A certain thereto. It Is safe to say that she Is
member remarked to the carrier: now the fourth city In the world In
"Sandy, 1 am playing against
, population, coming after London, New
How does he play?" "Canna play for York and Paris.
More creditable even than this rapid
nits," stolidly answered Sandy. "How
development In population Is the fact
many strokes can I give him?" cheerChicago has made noteworthy
fully persisted the player. "Ye canna that
progress in municipal reform, and In
gle him ony!" was the laconic re- municipal ownership of public utilities,
sponse. Brooklyn Eagle.
with a common sense civil service law
as a basis. With the latter, and that
which goes with It an alert public
The Lions Fled.
municipal ownership is alAddressing a Church House meet- opinion
ways successful.
ing, the Bishop of Chichester alluded
to the prospects of Rhodesia, and told
A Wonderful
Discovery.
a good story of the Bishop of Mashon-aland- .
Broadland, S. Dak., April 17 Quite
His lordship. It apeared, once
been created here by
vanquished three Hons by reading a sensation has of
publication
the story of G. W.
the
aloud to them the Thirty-ninArticles. Gray, who after a special treatment
On the bishop reaching the Article
was prostrate and
concerning justification by faith the for three months
given up to die with
Hons turned and fled English ex- helpless and
Brlght's Disease. Brlght's Disease has
change.
always been considered Incurable, but
evidently from the story told by Mr.
Small Men Intellectual.
Gray, there Is a remedy which will
Canon Klngsley, not long before his cure It even In the most advanced
death, drew attention to the number stages. This is what he says:
"I was helpless as a little babe. My
of short men who could be seen In
a London crowd. He looked on It as wife and I starched everything and
a sign of the deterioration of the race. read everything we could find about
But there are those who look at It as Brlght's Disease, hoping that I would
an Indication of progress In Intellec- be able to find a remedy. After many
tual lines at least, for many if not failures my wife Insisted that I should
most of the great men of history have try Dodd's Kidney Pills. I praise God
for the day when I decided to do so.
been men below the medium height.
for this remedy met every phase of
my case and in a short time I was
Good Artist Vs. Bad Man.
able to get out of bed and after a few
Alfred Gilbert, the artist, told his
I was a Btrong, well
Royal Academy audience according weeks' treatment
Kidney Pills saved my
man.
to the report In the London Pall Mall life." Dodd's
Gazette that the good artist never
will cure Brlght's
A remedy that
was a bad man, and the bad man nevDisease ""ill cure any lesser Kidney
er was a good artist. And what does Disease. Dodd's Kidney Pills are cerMr. Gilbert think of the artistic abiltainly the most wonderful discovery
ity of that champion
bad which modern medical research has
man, Benvenuto Cellini?
given to the world.

to Pass Under Ladder.
Several years ago a San Francisco
newspaper made a test of popular superstition by placing a high ladder directly across the sidewalk In such a
manner that the multitude could
Dislikes

THREE WANTED THE QUAIL.

i

Minister Little Good to
Find It Out.
Having .iccumulated a considerable

Did

Visiting

property, the late Nathaniel Whltmore

of Gardiner, Mass.,, more familiarly
known by people of the Kennebec valley as "Uncle Nat" Whltmore, received
naturally enough, numerous requests
from various organizations to contribute toward the work In which these
organizations were Interested. Seldom, however, did he respond to the

appeals.

the minister of a
Gardiner approached
him, only to be politely turned away,
as many others before him had been,
on the plea of poverty.
"But, Mr. Whltmore," said the divine, "you are reputed to be very rich.
What. nrav. since von have no chil
dren, do you Intend to do with your
money when you die?"
"Uncle Nat" rubbed his long, bony
hands together, and with a sinister
smile on his face, replied:
"My good sir, that Is a secret I have
never confided to anyone, but as you
are a minister of the gospel, and will,
presumably, hold Inviolable anything I
may say, I'm going to tell you."
The clergyman assured Mr. Whltmore that the secret would be well
kept, whereupon the latter drew close
and, In
tone of the greatest confidence, said:
"When I die I'm either going to
take my money with me or leave It
On one occasion

certain church

In

behind."
Lesson in Addition.

this story
Speaking of milkmen,
comes from one of the primary schools
In AAiburn.

It was the lesson hour In combination of objects.
"Now," said the teacher by way of
explanation, "you can't add apples and
pears together and get just apples or
pears and you can't add marbles and
nuts and get just marbles."
At this moment a long, lean arm
shot up from one of the back seats.
, who was
The arm belonged to
the son of a milkman.

"Well?" asked the teacher.
The little fellow stood up by his
desk and composed his countenance
"I know of two
as best he could.
things that you can add together and
get jes' the Bame Aggers," said he
stoutly. "Yer can add water ter milk
an' git jes' milk!" Iewlston Journal.

Digging for the Thermometer.
The town of Newton Junction, N.
Hi has always borne the reputation of
being the coldest spot anywhere
around in winter. One bitter cold
morning "Stub Ed" Whittler, the acknowledged wit of the village, came
Into Haverhill on an early train. As
restaurant
he entered a downtown
where he was well known, some one
ont, "Hello,

called

Stub, how low Is

the thermometer at Newton this morning?"
"Wa-al,replied the rustic In his
driest tone, "I can't tell yer yet. When
I left they war digging
fer It under
the station platform!"
"

Economical Suggestion.
Speaker Cannon Is a great lover of
green corn. He boards at the Arlington
and one day took one of his Illinois
farmer constituent to dinner with him.
Cannon made his dinner on green
corn, eating seven ears. The farmer
asked him how much he paid for
board at the Arlington and Cannon re"Six dollars a day." "Well,"
plied:
said the farmer constituent. "Joe.
don't you think It would be cheaper
tor you tr board at a livery stable"
Proof of Popularity.
"And Is Jeanelte really such a popular girl with the young men?"
"Popular? Why, when Lhe bought
a new automobile all of the chappies
tried to be the first she'd run over."
The World's Wanderers.

Tell me, thou star, whose wings of light
Bpeed thee in thy tlery Might.
In what cavern of the night
Will thy pinions close now?
Tell me. moon, thou pale and gray
Pilgrim of heaven's homeless way,
In what depth of night or day

Beekest thou repose now?
Weary wind, who wanderest
Like the world's rejected guest,
Hast thou still some secret nest
On the tree or billow?
Percy Bysshe Shelley.

NOTICE.
No, 75.
lu the District Court of Taos county, in
the First Judicial District, in the
Territory of New Mexico.
1.
Lulu Sower, pluintlff, vs. Willis
Sower, defendant.
To the above named defendant:
You are hereby
notified that the
above named plaintiff has brought
suit against you In the District Court
for Taos county. New Mexico, the object of said suit being to obtuin a decree of divorce
from you on the
grounds of at 'ndontneut and
And you are
and for alimony.
hereby notified that unless you enter
your appearance In Bald cause on or
before the lUtb day of May. A. P. 105.
Judgment will be rendered In said
cause against you by default anil the
allegations In said complaint be taken
as true and judgment rendered thereon.
A. M. BEKCiEKK.
Clerk of the District Court.
(Beat
Willlum McKean. attorney for plaintiff. Post office address, Taoa, N. if.

Red

BED RIVER,

GOVERNCft

BY

REPORT.

That
Trouble to
Detroit Mn.
"I don't know how on earth such a
report started,'' said a Detroit insurance man, "but my wife and I had
scarcely got settled In a little village
for our vacation last summer when It
was noised around that I was the governor of Michigan. I denied It as fast
as I could, but the denial didn't get
around aa fast as the report. One
morn in,;, after about a week, a
d
farmer who didn't look a bit
d
called me out to say:
" 'Governor, I've got a leetle business
With you.'
"I'm no governor," I promptly answered.
" 'Governor,' he went on, "I don't belong to your party.'
broad-backe-

good-nature-

"No?"
" 'And don't vote your ticket'
"No?"
" 'And I didn't believe the people of
Michigan would elect no slch critter
as you to office.'
"And the didn't," I said.
" 'No, I didn't believe it, but there
was some as did, and when I offered
to bet a $30 cow again a $5 calf that
you'd git snowed under I was tooken
up. Governor.
I lost that cow. I
worked agin you tooth and
but you sneaked In.'
'I'm very sorry you lost the cow."
" 'But beln' sorry don't furnlBh me
In milk and butter, governor; I've
bldel my time and it has come, md
now I'm goin' to lick $30 worth of
spotted cow right out of your hide.'
"I got away from him while he was
peeling off his coat," said the narrator,
"but It was a close shave, and I had
to send a keg of beer out to his farm
before he came to the conclusion that
I wasn't holding down the state of
Michigan and responsible for his loss."
Detroit Free Press.
toe-nail- s,

VENETIAN LACES.
Great

Advance on the Method! of
Primitive Needle Worker,
The stamp of perfected elegance
which all Venice lace bears Is the result of its having been evolved In a
period and environment of luxury and
constantly widening art development.
Primitive needlewomen display no art
ingenuity In getting beyond the simpler twisted effects in thread work.
The product of native Indians, of Syrians, of South Americans, and even
of the Mexicans, is all flat. Twisted
threads forming meshes similar to
those seen in veilings and with a "star"
ground, are the sole resource of these
workers, to whom even the open buttonhole stitch as an embellishment is

unknown.
Though often most complex in design, the early laces of Italy and Spain
were equally flat until the workers began to Imitate with the needle the
raised and knotted effects of the hard
retlcella or bone lacea of Greece. Once
the method of applying the buttonhole
stitch became known among them,
however, the experimenters among the
more enlightened workers of those
countries, and later of France and
England, were untiring In testing the
possibilities, boon this stibch became
the basis of all Venetian laoee. It was
used for the making of every portion
of the pattern, Including the plain aud
ornamental brides that connected the
closely placed, but irregular, motits;
for the cordonets or raised borders and
edges, and even for the , fllling-i- n

stitches.
Trlbate to Dean Hole.
is not given to every man to enter
year.
on a trade in his eighty-thir- d
But this may be said to have been
the lot of the famous Dean Hole, who

It

presented at Rochester, England,
with the freedom of the Tin Plate
V'orkers' company. The worthy dean,
who Is everywhere known as a determined raconteur and as a mighty
grower of roses before the IjotA, received the honor in bi3 drawing room
from the hands of the master of the
wan

E.

"HADDEN GR.AY
1

ciinl

embla

Bruce Millar,

who

was

surrounded by leading tin plate workers. The "freedom" was presented on
an illuminated parchment full of historic emblems and early typographical
gulbVs
niceties taken from the
archives. Although a very small company, the tin platers are not a feeble
oik; they have organized two exhibitions of tin and wire work since 1878.
A

lost

Idol.

papers say that a New York
Is suing a steamship company
for $2,500 damages for the loss of an
Egyptian idol which he shipped to New
Times have
York from Palermo.
sang of
changed since the hymn-writ"the dearest Idol I have known,
where'er that Idol be," and pleaded to
be relieved of It. Here's a man who
wants his Idol back a pretty dear one
at that. Better for him to be content
with his damages. The average collector's attitude toward a good old
Egyptian god must be almyst too worshipful, to be encouraged la a Christian
country. The hymn writer's sentiment
was safer. Harper's Weekly.
The

lawyer

South Kensington's Buddha.
Some day Buddhists may petition
the authorities at South Kensington to
hand over the huge black Buddha in
their museum, so that they may form
a London center for the Buddhist
who are now being dlipatehed
si' over the world Burma Times.
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The play was Richard III., and it
Still I wondered, "What has changed
was during an intermission that I no- him so? What can have changed bin
ticed him sitting opposite a shrivso?" but I dared not ask nun. Nevei
elled little man, colored In faded sepia was there a man more Impersonal. He
g
eyes. By told you tone of his experiences, imtints, with
those eyes I recognized him; for when posed none of his conclusions upon
I had last seen him. fifteen years ago, you.
He was always suggestive, stimhe had not been shrivelled at atl and ulating, never dogmatic.
However, the play over, I was gratifthat head, half bald and half gray, had
been well covered with rich brown ied at parting by an Invitation to call.
He was at home on Sunday afternoons.
locks; but the same eyes the same Introspective look that the Greeks gave I departed much elated at
e "right
their statues by dispensing with eyes and privilege" to which I had attained
altogether.
of becoming more intimately acquaintI was filled with sympathy.
What ed with this man whom I so intensely
could have changed
him so? Ill- - acmlred.
The next 8unday afternoon saw me
health? Trouble? My dear old profes-- J
Joyiully wending my way to the ador! Chrysostom, Goldenmouth.
as I had foni'iy nlcUnamed him dress he had given, anticipating n
In boyish admiration. For Professor sight of some fine old editions, nieet-Ir- g
brainy people, and looking at rare
Eustis had the rarest gift of eloquence
that I have ever known, and could works of art. "Yes, with his exquisite
pour forth an unpremeditated flood of taste, his pictures will be Kortd seebeautiful, classical English for a couple ing, I am sure." To all these joys
of hours at a time. He was that most thrrc was a dim background of thick
walls, bu3tj of all
attractive kind of literary man, natur- carpets, book-line- d
ally a poet, but with a solid, laboriouslythe old Greeks, and so on. I was get-acquired
foundation and super- ting near the place now, und as a
structure of logic. So when he spoke vision of a courteous footman with
you would be sure of beautiful Imagesilver salver In hand, arose before my
ry, sometimes springlike, Chauncerian, mental vision, I began to look whether
with the delightful changing light and I had a card about me. It was perBhade of the first
d
days fectly natural, I think, that these appropriate surroundings to such a man
i.i March; again, there was never anyone who could be at the same time so should thus arise In my mind.
I met some brainy people, nnd I
tropical and yet so chaste Nevertheless, It was not for this that he spoke spent one of the pleasantest afternoons
or you heard him. There was always of my life, but I didn't see any rare
a clear message, a profitable Instruction.
His fault, and that an ineradicable
one, was a lack of sympathy with life
his life was entirely in his mind.
He was conscious of this, and had
tried to overcome it, I am sure, for I
have never known anyone more unfailingly kind and cordial of manner.
But his refinement was so far removed
from the crudity of ordinary mortals
that he was necessarily isolated. Yet
these same crude ordinary mortals are
honest enough to acknowledge real superiority when it comes before them,
so that he had a goodly number of admirers and friends after all.
I crossed the theater, took the vacant place beside him and was soon
listening to a richer conversation than
that of old days.
"Well, John, I was quite proud
day to see thi:t one of my old
boys had taken his Ph. D. I congratulate you."
A young vocalist sang,
"Thanks, yes and what are 'the editions, for he hadn't anj the exrights and privileges appertaining quisite pictures were there, but they
On commencement
days were cheap copies of Breton and Milthereto?'
utters that phrase let. Such a plain little house! Now I
President C
with a large and lordly air, as though understood, in part at least, why the
he were conveying to us some mys- professor had shrivelled and faded.
terious wealth, a veritable treasure of There was the same shadow over
Monte Cristo; aud at the same time he nearly every one of the company. All
smiles, a generous, yet slightly hu- seemed to have exceptional gifts of one
morous smile the same
that one Bort or another wbich would probably
wears in the game of 'Hold fast what I never be brought to perfection, because
give you.' What does he mean?"
culture of that sort costs. They were
"Why, the right to work aright. You all the broader, pet'haps, on .hat veiy
know how to work In the domain of account, and all were bright, with a
truth and light. The right to delve in brightness tnat I could not understand
the mines, to plough the fields, to till I caught the explanation In a disforge the metals, to traffic In all the quisition of the professor's upon the
marts and on all the seas, for the ben- work of Breton and Millet.
efit of humanity. The privilege
of
"With the originals in the Walter's
holding communion and intimate comgallery close at hand, one can do very
panionship with the great minds of well with these copies. Indeed, I grow
this and every age. Well may Dr. C
more In love with my Industrious litsmile to feel himself the almoner of tle 'Shepherdess' every day. See. John.
Mich gifts as these, John; how noble Is
she not far more beautiful than the
is the life of the searcher for truth by
little Dresden nothings In pink and
the Inductive method. Who loves the blue? Goodness and industry and contruth so much as he who makes him- tent are such beautiful things. These
self a slave for the truth?"
girls of Breton's, coming home from
Just then Richard did something the fields is it not worth while to be
bad and the people laughed again.
poor, to be so strong, so happy? To
"Why are these people laughing? A
have health and unbroken slumbers?
high moral Indignation would seem to
These Christian peasants, so homely,
be more appropriate."
yet so elevated, have nothing, yet pos"Ah, my boy, still good at asking sess
all things. See In the 'Angelua'
questions.
Richard Crouchback Ib a
highest height. The
fairy tale to frighten children with. they rise to the
Is the apotheosis
King Shakespeare is only trying to work of these artists
is no end
make our hair stand pleasantly on of "hadden gray," and there
to the depths of beauty to be found in
It. It Is timely work, too, for the
world was fast losing the
Idea of the blessedness of poverty."
Tbus he spoke, and much more. I
remember, too, a young vocalist who
taug "Forever With the Lord," the
perfect lyric of Montgomery set to the
noble music of Gounod.
"Will you sing that at my funeral?"
sild the profeaxo".
His funeral cume sooner than we
thought. Ill health was part of what
Returning
bad changed the professor.
from my summer outing I found that
he had been in bed for several weeks.
Coming into his room one day in the
earliest fall, he calmly announced, In
reply to my Inquiries, that he was
dying.
"Is It not a perfect day, John," he
It.
describes
said. " 'Balmy' exactly
One could not suffer on this day
though he had lost his all. What does
Nature say to you today?"
I replied that I did not know, that I
had been trying to express it to myself,
"One can do so well with these."
but could not.
end, and In as open and mischievous
to every
"Nature's god says
a manuer as Stevenson In some of bis suffering soul: 'You have not lost all;
horrors or Orphant Annie with her you are uot utterly desolate. Behold,
witch tales by the evening firelight. to you, as to the year, there remains a
You know Shakespeare Is far from behappy death, and that is the greatest
ing historically servile In this play. happiness.'
And more, It says more "
It Is he aud not Richard who doeii
He stopped. The professor always
these prodigiously
not imit Is "not lawful to speak."
moral, things, for the simple purpose knew what
This world would be an utter failure
of causing us to go back to the days
If what I knew of this man here were
of our childhood, before we became
I
ever know.
casuists, the days when we could be all that should
Its temper look
by
loses
Bluebeard
When
bee
a
and Jack the
amused
"
out for a stinging retort.
4
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!! Yard.
The existence of a singular town Is
brought to notice by the Introduction
of Senator Mallory of Florida of a bill

jf

to

I

IjP

SfcANDERS
By PUDYAI1D WPUNG-

provide public schools, one for
white, the other for colored, children
In the town of Warrington, Fla. The
Probably nothing written In year
rerrrence of the bill to the Secretary has attracted so much attention and
of the Navy for li Is opinion on Its varying comment as has the poem
meilts Is apparently unusual and
written by Rudyard Kipling attacking
e
but It is really highly propHere
the
Englishmen.
er, as the facts .about Warrington show. Is the poem In full from the Txmdon
At the close of the Civil War tie Times, the paper In which it originalbusiness of the navy yard at Pcnfa-col- a ly appeared:
was considerable, and the numtr
Fenced by your careful fathers, ringed by
of employes was large. Many of Lie
your leaden seas.
Long did yo wake In quiet, and long He
persons working in the yard "squattej"
down art ease;
upon the unoccupied land comprised
Till ye aald of Strife: "What Is It?" Of
the Sword:
"It fs far from our
within the naval reservation, and obken:"
tained permission from the department Till ye made a sport of your shrunken
hosts and a toy of your armed men.
to build homes thereon. The lumber Ye stopped
your ears to the warning ye
of home builders Increased even after
would neither look nor heed
Ye set your leisure before their toll, and
the temporary activity of the navy
yeur lusts above their need.
of your witless learning and
yard was succeeded by the lethargy Because
your beasts of warren and chase
that came over the navy and lasted for Ye grudged your sons for their service
and your flelde for their camping
nearly twenty years.
In time, the
place.
group of houses assumed proportions Ye forced them to glean In the htghw.iys
the
straw for the brlcka they
of a town; then It took a name, and
brought:
became Warrington. The Postoffice DeYe forced them follow In byways the
craft that ye never taught.
partment recognized Its rights, gave It Ye hindered
and hampered and crippled;
a postoffice, which later It made a
ye thrust out of sight and away
Those
that
would
serve you for honor and
money-orde- r
office, and now the town
those that served you for pay.
has some 300 houses, six churches, sevThen were the Judgments loosened; then
was your shame revealed,
eral stores, and a population of more At the
hands of a little people, few but
apt In the field.
than 1.500 persons.
Yet ye were saved by a remnant (and
The commander
of the Pensaeo'.a
your land's
Star),
navy yard rules the town; the inhabiWhen your strong men cheered In their
wont
your
strlppllngs
millions
while
tants pay no taxes, and have no votes.
to the war.
Sons of the sheltered city unmade, un- The place Is kept in order by the caphandled unmeet
tain of the ward, and "policed" as the. Ye pushed
them raw to the battle as ye
picked them raw from the street.
rest of the naval reservation Is. The
And what did ye look they should combureau of yards and docks Installed
pass? War craft learned In a
breQth?
and maintained the electric lights and
Knowledge
unto occasion at the first for
the sewer system, though very few ol
view of Death?
And ye train your horses and the
the Inhabitants are employed by the So! dogs
ye feed and prize.
government. By far a greater part of Mow are the
beasts more worthy than the
souls
those who thus enjoy the nation's care But ye you sacrifice?
said. "Their valor shall show
are engaged In fishing or in farming
them;" but ye said, "The end la
close;"
for a living."
And ye sent them comfits and pictures to
Now Senator Mallory thinks that In
help them harry your foes.
ye vaunted your fathomless power
addition to providing light, clean And and
ye flaunted your Iron pride
streets and sanitation of the most ImEre ye fawned on the Younger Nations
men who could shoot and
for
the
proved type, the government should
ride!
also provide schools for the children Then ye returned to your trinkets; then
your souls
of the untaxed dwellers In Warrlngtcn, With yethecontented
fmnneled fools at the wicket or
the muddled oafs at the goals.
and accordingly Introduced his bill.
Given to strong delusion, wholly believing a lie,
Ye saw that the land lay fenceless and
ABSINTHE AND ITS ORIGIN.
ye let the months go by;
Waiting some easy wonder, hoping some
French Physician Said to He the Inventsaving Mgn
Idle openly Idle In the lee of the
or of the Stuff.
Line.
Temperance people In Europe were Idle except for your boasting; and what
yeur
is
boasting worth
dlscov1
recently much surprised at tne
If ye grudge a year of service to the lordery that the deadly absinthe was or1
liest life on Earth?
lginally an extremely harmless med Ancient,ifeeffortless, ordered, cynic on cycle
ical remedy.
so long untroubled that ye who Inherit forget
It was a French physician who first
UBed it.
His name was Ordinaire, and
he was living as a refugee at Couvet;
In Switzerland, at the close of the
eighteenth century. Like many other
country doctors at that time, he was
a druggist and his favorite remedy was
a certain elixir of absinthe, of which
he alone had the secret.
At his death he bequeathed the formMile. Grand-plerrula to his housekeeper,
and she sold It to the daughters
of Lieutenant Henrold. They cultivated In their little garden the herbs
necessary for concocting It, and after
they had distilled a certain quantity
of the liquid they sold it on commission to Itinerant peddlers, who quickly
disposed of it in the adjacent towns
and villages.
Finally, during the first decade of
the nineteenth century, a wealthy distiller purchased the formula, and very
Rudyard Kipling.
soon afterward he placed on the marIt was not made with the mountains; It
ket the modern absinthe, which differs
la not one with the deep,
not gods, devised it. Men, not jods,
greatly from the old medical remedy, Men, must
keep.
since the latter contains no alcohijl
Men, not children, servants or kinsfolks
and very little absinthe.
called from afar.
But each man horn In the Island broke to
the matter of war.
England's Naval l'ower,
Soberly and by custom taken and trained
There is some skeptclsm In certain
for the same;
man born In the Island entered at
English circles regarding the fervett Each youth
to the game-- As
It were almost cricket, not to be maspraise of the British navy wbich ComIn
haste,
tered
U.
S.
N.,
mander Richardson Clover,
But after trial and labor, by temperance,
living chaste.
naval attache to the Unitetl States emwere almost cricket aa It were avn
bassy, uttered In a recent interview In As it your
and pondered and worshiped
Washington. Commander Clover was
practiced day on day.
quoted as saying that the British navy Bo yeandshall
when the
bide
restless lightnings wake
Is far more efficient than continental
the
blotting
womb
of
the
In
powers believe. "This," says the Hampand the pallid nation quake.
the haggard trumpets, instant your
shire Telegraph, "is a good thing to So, atsoul
shall leap
publish to the world, but It Is to te Forthright
accepting
from the wells of sleep.
alert
powers
continental
hoped that the
ye
so at
summon
shall
8o at the threat
and particularly the more belligerent
the need ye shall send
tempered
or
servants,
not
children
Men.
among them will take the statement
and taught to the end.
to heart. But the British public ought Cleansed of servile panic, slow to dread
or despise,
to be sufficiently Informed by now to Humble
because of knowledge, mighty by
be proof against Capt. Clover's insidisacrifice.
say:
ye
"It will mar our comfort."
But
Engsays
that
ous flattery. When he
Ye sav: "It will 'mlnlsh our trade."
y
is stronger on the seas iIi.mi Do ye wait for the spattered ahrupnel ere.
land
ye learn now a gun is lam :
any two of the most powerful conti- For the
low red glare of southward when
inpower
powers,
with
another
the raided coast towns burn?
nental
ye shall have on that lesson, but
(Light
merely
soaring
Into
Is
cluded, ho
little time to learn.)
ye pitch some white pavilion, and
heights of Imagination whither no Will lustily
even the odds
British naval expert can pretend to fa!' With nets and hoops and mallets, with
racqirats and bats and rods'
low htm."
Will the rabbit war with your foemn
horn them for hire?
the
keep you? lie is
The kept
Whittled Ilia
muster of many a shire.
Cal Barnes, living seven miles east Arid, aloof. Incurious, unthinking, i.n- gelt
of Areola, 111., wears an artificial eg Will thanklng.
ye loose your schools to flout them
woo
out
of
he
whittled
which
foot
browbeat
columns melt?
till
the
and
ye pray them or preach them or
with his pocket knife, using no other Will print
them or ballot them buck rrom
your snore r
tool In Its manufacture. The lkyib Is
your workmen Issue a mandate to
a model of neatness and fits 30 nicely Will bid
them strike no more?
dethrone your rulers?
that few who do not know him well Will ye rise and
ye were Idle both,
would suspect that he was not walking Pride(Because
by Insolence chastened? Indolence
purged by sloth?)
on his natural legs, so easily does Im
No ncubt but ye are the people; who
move about.
shall make you afraid?
your gods are many; no doubt but
Barnes lost his foot while In the Also your
goda shall aid.
Klondike gold fields two years ago. IJLi Idols of greasy altars built for the spirit's
and his brother. Dr. Omer Barnes cf Proudfii(.--little brazen Baals and talking
Areola, were far out from their camp
fetishes:
Lit sept end party and wise wood
when Cal met with an accident whii..i Teraphs
nuvement kikI- hmashed bis right foot so badly thut TheBe shall come down to the battle nud
imler the rods?
snatch
his brother decided it should be amkerlng gunroll A'ith
From the
putated at once. Being miles awt,
vlewle
rent.
pit
the bullets thut loll
from camp and friends they ampuUtu.1 And the
not wl
were sent,
s with Iron, when ye
the foot without even administering Whn ye ar
whips.
wUh
.li
opiate.
an
When the meat la yet In your belly and
the boast la yet on your lips:
ye go forth at morning and Ihe
In 1861 only 1,393,000 acres of land Whennoon
beholds you broke
were under cultivation in Australia. Ere ye lie down at even, your remnant.
under the yoke.
In 1899 thero were over 10,000,000
acres.
No doubt but ye are the people absolute,
strong and wise:
g

tore-spe-

set-L-

e,

play-Weig- hed

sure-guard-

-

Whatever your heart has desired ye nnve
not withheld from your eyes.
On your own heads, In your own hands,
the sin and the saving lies!
4

Want No Portuguese Domination.
The Chinese colony In Honolulu Is
very much wrought up over a report
that the Heongsstt district In the province of Kwangtung, China, Is to be
ceded to Portugal. This Is the district
to which most of the Chinese In this
g
territory belong. A
was
held recently and attended by more
than G00 Chinese.
At this meeting
many patriotic speeches were made,
and a memorial protesting
against
the cession will be sent to Wu Ting-fanChinese minister at Washington,
and to the imperial government at,
Peklii.
Most of the Chinese declare
that If the province Is ceded or If Portugal attempts to seize it they will return to China and organize an army
to fight against the foreigners.
mass-meetin-

She
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lined Papa's Consent.

pretty girl announced to papa her
engagement to dear Cholly. The old
man became very grave at once. ChoTy
had a good salary, was to all appearances a nice, steady young man, "but
then,' said papa, "let the engagement
be a long one, my dear. In that case
you will have time to find out each
other'B faults and fallings, and discover serious defects
of character
A

which would make you wretched for
life If you marry."
"But, papa,' Interposed the sweet
girl, "I object to long engagements If
they are so apt to be broken, don't you
know?" And while the old man medioft" into the parlor to
tated she
tell Cholly It was all right and resume
the yum-yubusiness.
A Geographical Novelty.
The point where Utah, Colorado, Arizona and New Mexico touch each other
Is called the four corners.
This fact Is
not a strange one, but when we come
to find that Is the only place where
four states or territories point, we find
that this spot is in some ways a unique
one. Not only Is this the only place In
the United States where such a Junction occurs.but it Ib the only one of Its
kind In the world.
This statement
seems a broad one, but a short study of
the maps of an atlas will show that It
Is correct, and, njiore than that, that at
no other place Vh the United States do
more than two ftate corners touch each

other.
But I." Has Not.
o
Sir Lawrence
celebrated his 66th birthday recently,
who
Is the third artist from Holland
by an English
has been honored
knighthood. The others were Rubens
and Vandyke. Sir Lawrence, who has
Alma-Tadem- a,

a keen sense of humor, Is fond of telling a story bearing on his own knighthood. Shortly after he received the
a
gave
honor he and Lady
an "at home." Everybody present was
congratulating them and one lady was
very profuse. "Oh, dear Sir Lawrence,"
she said, "I am awfully glad to hear of
the honor you have received. I suppose you will give up painting and live
like a gentleman."
Alma-Tadem-

Thought She Had a Right to Know.
The postal savings bank department
of the English postoffice Is said to receive more curious requests and Inquiries than any other branch of the
public aerTlce. Recently the folowlng
letter was among those delivered to
the chief of one of the department bureaus: "Will you be kind enough to
let me know if Mr. John Smith has
got a hundred pounds in the savings
bank, as he hss been paying his addressee to me for some time? I am
only a widow woman and do not wish
to be taken In by him."

war-clou- d

red-de-

1

,

What Influenced Minister Wo.
The Board of Trade of Springfield,
Mass., was anxious to secure Chinese
as a speaker at
Minister Wu Tlng-fan- g
it annual dinner in March, and Congressman F. H. Glllett, who was urging him to accept the Invitation, was
startled by the abrupt question:
"Where Is Springfield, anyway?" When
told that it was the seat of the largest
small arms plant In the world and the
home of dictionary making in the Unlived States the Chinese diplomat said he
would go.
4

Senator I'ettus and Poker.
Mr. Pettus, the venerable Unltmi
States senator from Alabama. Is one ol
the best poker players In congress, but
at times has extraordinary runs of bad
luck. Aa attorney for some bondholders he once earned a $76,000 fee an
lost nearly all of It next winter play,
Mr. Pettua
ing poker In Montgomery.
is father of the remark often heard in
some form at the poker table: "Chips

haven't any permanent habitation."
Riimunl'

(JUMlnt

Home.

point of great Interest to California tourists is the quaint little home
of "Ramona," immortalized by Helen
Hunt Jackson's graphic pen. Travelers from Los Angeles to Santa Barbara
pass CamuloB, and within a stone's
throw of the houre where Ramona
A

lived.

The

Four-Trac-

k

News.

Teetotaler In Canada.
Tho Toronto Mail makes a claim
that "If the teetotalers were counted It
would probably be found that. In proportion to population, they are more
numerous in Canada than anywhere
else in the civilised world."

Fashion's Latest Frills. Humor
f Orenioiry,

Far OcriHon
Fashion has little regard for the
Typical "f Parisian ceremonious
endar, and we wear autumn leave on
our evening gowns In January with as modes of the moment Is a toilette of
serene composure as we perch the airi- black velvet. The Louis Seiie bodice
In front and havest kind of hats of tulle and chiffon on Is
our headB. Small distinction Is made ing long coat tall behind; round the
between summer and winter hats now;
the latter are as light and fantastic as
though we were nbout to enter the
month of June rather than February.
A pale-blu- e
hat hemmed with folds of
brown chiffon turned up at one side
with a bunch of edelweiss and held at
the other with a bncklo of gold and
n
paste majr be quoted as a typical
of the millinery of the moment.
On the other hand, we seem to have
exhausted our affection for summer
flowers on our fur toques, although the
latter look the best when draped with
a scarf of lace.
cal-

double-breaste-

d

pecl-me-

Tramporent Gowns.
Every well regulated wardrobe must
count at least one transparent woolen
gown, and In spite of strenuous efforts
of manufacturers and modistes to Introduce other less hackneyed colors,
some shade of blue Is the general preference. From dark Holland linen to
bright Jay blue the women select these
gowns, and a good many of them betray a warm liking for veilings that
are woven with hemstitched stripes or
with little satin or silk dots and wiggles and diamonds and stars. On another side a preference Is shown for decolletage Is a deep white lace collar,
almost reaching to the waist behind,
passing over the shoulders and forming a point .In front. White mousse-lin- e
transparent Bleeves, long and
loose, are confined at the wrist by a
band of black velvet. With this gown
was worn a large white picture hat
with sweeping

plumes.

Fnnhlon' I rills.
Brown tulle veils with chenille dots
to match are worn with toques trimmed with mini: and sable fur and also
when wraps or sets of these furs are
worn.
The camella Is the favorite flower
for hats In Paris, not only In white,
but In colors as well. Pink and white
camelias with a knot of black velvet
decorate one hat, and again you see a
bunch of bright red ones with glossy
green leaves on a sable hat.
Plain rich silks are now becoming
fashionable. These are said to be
especially well adapted to the prevailing costumes and those In touch with
the spring styles claim that while the
material used will be new the styles
in the cut of costumes will remain
almost the same.
The latest desl, ns In fancy underskirts flare more than ever at the lower edge, while the upper part fits as
Tra tin parent Wool Over Colored Silk
Actfnrdion plait
closely as possible.
big and little velvet rjisks applied to ing Is much used to obi (In the flare.
the rough surface of Ihe veiling, and The finest of these skirts are fastened
this last is quite the smartest frivol with buttons, but the majority are fin(ty of the moment.
ished with drawstrings.

DINNER GOWN.
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Two picturesque characters ware lost
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Smyth
Recorder
and "Barrister"
Tom Nolan. One day toward the close
of the term of service In the Criminal
Court of Judge Smyth the barrister
dropped In on a legal friend.
"I've been before Judge Smyth trying a case
said the barrister in
that rich brogue that made his speech
so musical.
,
"Indeed." said his friend. "How did
you come out?"
"Oh," replied the barrister, with an
expressive shrug of his shoulder, "my
client went up the river for a prolonged
IS
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M

'

t
'
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Day.
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worst of having a
"That's
man for a mother:" Eric scornfully
marked, aa he strutted off.

wore-

Claim.
The
Mr. Konseet "I expect to be famous
some day, because I am Industrious."
"So do I, but I don't
Mr. Tweedles
base my claim on being Industrious."
Mr. Konseet "On what, then, pray?"
Mr. Tweedles
"I wrb born In a log
house."
tMg-Ho-

Would 8ave the Forests.
.
In speakOen. R. A. Alger
ing of the iieceRnlty of
the
barren lands of Michigan and other
atntes, wild Hint Germany's system In
maintaining the Blnek Forest should
be cnirli'd out In Ihe pine bnrrens of
the United States, tpelnl1y In Michi-

rE

reoc-n'ly-

Know by the sign

gan.

Hint he would be one

He nnnouheod

of a commission tn go to Germnny at
his own expense to thoroughly Investigate the s.VKtem in the Hlnek Fore st aM
apply It to Michigan. Genernl Alger
snld thnl If it were successful in Michigan there was no reason why all the

MARK.

iiiMitheni timber-bearin- g
unites should
not ntlopt It. He also advocated the
pinn of bringing experienced foreatwi
to this country from Germany to superCURES
I.nek Kept tp All the Time.
Violet "1 never had such a streak ot intend the work.
luck. He fell In love In Rome, prostay."
PUTNAM FADELESS DYES do not
posed In Naples, and bought the ring
He was thouchtful a moment and
pot, streak or give your goods on unIn London."
dyed appearance. Sold by drugevenly
then added:
Hi lay "Did your luck end there?"
gists, 10c. per package.
"Judge Smyth Is a great man a
Violet "Oh. no; coming over on the
great lawyer and a profound Jurist, but
By the census of 1100 only two
enough from papa for
he haB one weakness. He thinks every Steamer he won
states bad more forelgn-lioi'tlinn
2So tvnd SO
us to get married on."
male residents of voting nge
citizen ought to serve at least one term
South
Minnesota
anil
Dakota.
in the
State's prison." Brooklyn
A New feature.
Eagle.
Brooklyn. N. Y.. Feb 17th The activity
at the laboratory of the Garnpltl Tea Co
.f
is runner evmenoe or tne eopuianiy
f)tnllla-lonoiover Tint K K Mil
their Arena rations:
ICR used the Garfield RemLI
KAMI
LION
After he had kissed her and pressed
edies last year! This vast public approval speaks well for the remedies. They
her rosy cheek against his and patted
are: Qaifleld Tea. Garfield Hrftdaehu
her soft round chin, she drew back and
Powders, Clarfleld-Te- a
Syrup. Oarfleld
Relief Plasters, Garfield Belladonna Plasasked:
A NEW CUBE FOB
ters, Garfield Digestive Tablets and Gar"George do you ehave yourself?"
field Cold Cure.
"Yes," he replied.
and
Last year nearly 450 mlies of the
"I thought so." she said. "Your face
railway were built, and
"
is the roughest I ever
another TOT miles will be undertaken
Diseases, Rheumatism, etc.
Then she stopped, but It was too lnte
on the Upper Nile this year.
and he went away with a cold, heavy
Dlaordem of the Kldnnys and Bladder cauM
lump in his breast.
Bright' Dlinase, Kheumatliim, Gravel, Pain in
Deafness Cannot D Cared
fre-

St. Jacobs Oil
Rheumatism

Neuralgia, Sciatica,
Lumbago, Sprains,

Bruises, Soreness,
Stillness.
CONQUERS PAIN

fREE

by local applications,

Ill CoiiHrlfnre rrrvented.
Among the questions sent out by a
school examiner was the following example In arithmetic: "If one horse can
run r mile in one minute fifty seconds,
and another a mile In two minutes
how fnr would the first horse be ahead
In a match race of two miles?"
A scholar returned tHe question with
this attached: "I will have nothing to
do with
horse-racing-

."

What They Wonted.
"You see," explained the delegation
that was extending a "call" to a distinguished clergyman, "we have had
many ministers who gave satisfaction
In the pulpit, but somehow the church
debt has not been reduced."
"Ah," replied the distinguished diYou are
vine, "I quite understand.
looking for a business manager under

another name."
The Lateat nook.
"How do you like that new book I
brought home?" asked the wicked husband Blyly who had Installed the first
volume of the 1900 census In his li-

brary.

"To tell the truth," replied Mrs.
patiently, "it is not very thrilling bo far, but after I get through the
figures perhaps it will be more interMor-toler-

esting."

All He Knew.
Sunday School Teacher (to new recruit) "Tommy, tell us what you
know about Samson."
Tommy "I got no grudge against
Sampson, but paw says datfblast his
times if he VUI Schley he would
"
punch
Sunday School Teacher "That will
do, Tommy." Judge.
Hlie

11! iM
r Disorder,
difficult or too
quent paMing water. Prepay, etc. Kor theae diseases a Positive Specific Cure Is fnnnd la a new
boUvnlenl discovery, the wonderful Kava-Kav- s
Shrub, called by botanists, the Piper meinvsficwm
from tho Uongca River, East India. It liaa Ox

the. Uacli,

an they cannot reach the

iortion of the car. There is only one
way to euro deafness, nnd that is by constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucus lining of the
Eustachian Tube. When this tube is Inflamed
you have a rumbling sound or Imperfect hearing, and when it is entirely closed deafness Is
the result, and unless the inflammation can be
taken out and this tube restored 10 Its normal
condition, hearing will be destroyed forever:
nine cases out of ten are caused' by catarrh,
which Is nothing but an Inflamed condition of

alKOu-e-

Menu?

"Well, Edith has clven In, and, as
poor as they are, they are going tc
have a big church wedding."
"Jack says he's got It all fixed for
the ushers to take up a collection."

the mucus surfaces.
We will give One Hundrod Dollars for any case
of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that cannot
be cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send tor
circulars, free.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists. TSo.
Hall's Family fills are the best.

London took practlcnlly one-ha- lf
of the
Ice imported by England during 1901, the
ports of the United
total for flfty-on- e

Tttomat, Ho. 120 ESt. 91. W. , tahlngio,Z.t
extraordinary record of 1,200 hospital cures In M
days. It acta directly on tho Kldneyn, and cur
Mrl. Wlnolow'a Soothing Brrnr.
by draining out of the Blood the potsonoua Urtt
Porehtldrea teething, soften the gums, redorss In- Acid, Ltthates.oU., which cause the disease.
flammation, allays rain. cures wind colic 35c a Uuttla.
Hev. John U. Watson, tcrtifles in the AVw Yorl
World, that Hhasfcaved him from the edge of UM
Reuben Say. Steuben. I bet you my ?rave
and terrlblt
when dying of Kidney
barlow ngulnst your pipe that I know a mfturlng
when passing water. Mr. James Thomas'
place where they rulse und ship grain all Esq., of the
w Bureau of Pensions
Board
of
Revk
In one day.
I
go you.
Steuben
Now
P. C, writes: Was cured of a usualli
where Is It? Reuben The grain elevator. Washington,
!ntal Kidney Trouble after many physicians had
lailcd and no had given up all hope of recovery
FITS fcrmanentlyCurcd. Ttoflta cmervouanaaa artel Hon. R. C. Wood, a prominent attorey of Lowef
Brat aay an of Or. Klin, a Oruat Nerve Koator.r. Ind., was cured of Chronic Rheumatism. Kidnej
Band tor r'lttCK
l.O0 trial Doltle and treatlaa.
ind Bladder Disenpe of ten years standing b
VB. R. Ii. KLlha. UaLtCI Am
be. Philadelphia, 1'a, Uk&vts. Many ladies including Mrs. E. Ii. Din
:nore,
Pecrflcld, Mass, and Mrs. Jaine
The greatest bay in the world is that Toung, smith
Kent,
also testify to lta wonderful
of BengnJ. Measured In a straight line .'uratfve powerOhio,
In Kidney and allied disorder!
from the two inclosing peninsulas. Its expeculiar to womanhood.
tent ta about 1:
sijiinre miles.
That you may judge tho value of this Great
discovery for yourself, we will send you Oni
Pico's Cure for Consumption is an Infallible
virgo jae by mall rreo, only asking tual wncn
jurad yourself you will recommend It toothers
medicine for coughs and colds. N. W. SAiicax,
t U a Sure Spec! He and can not fail. Address, The
Ocean Grove, N. J.. Feb. 17. 1000.
Church Kidney Cure Company, 400 fourth Ave
Sew
York.
Father I thought 1 heard our Johnnie
say he was sick, nnd now 1 see he's out
coaming. Did you do anything for him?
$500 FROM $1.00.
Mother Yes. 1 brought in all the evenVTm. Kelley. Lawrence Co.. O., made cm 11.00
ing coal. Ohio 8tate Journal.
wor h ot tomuto seed, bought from the John A.
Stops the Cough and
Salzer Seed Co., LaCroase, Wis., last summer,
overtMX).
That pays.
Works OfT the Coltl

Klngd.im being

Intrndor.
Housekeeper
"Have

Careful
boiled the drinking water?"
Faithful Servant "Ycs'm."
"And sterilized the milk?"

you

"Yes'm."
"What is this In the soup?"
"Oh, tnat Isn't no bacillus, mum.
That is only a cockroach." New York
Weekly.
Length and Hreadth.
Mr. Brainer (after the sermon)
"Well, Mr. Grubsome, what do you
think of our new vicar's preaching?
Rather broad, is he not?"
Mr. Grubsome (looking at his watch)
"I shouldn't mind that if he hadn't
been so long. I'm quite a quarter of
an hour late for my dinner."
Gathered Humor.
Kind Lady "Here are some .leftover flannel cakes you can have." Hobo
"T'anks, madam, but I ain't at all
chilly." Ohio State Journal.
Mrs. Dixie "I went to a pink tea
Mrs. Housicr
when I was in Boston."
"Did you, really? And did they have
pork and beans?" Somervllle Journal.
"Mrs. Flummery caught her husband
kissing the cook." "Mercy. What did
she do?" "Nothing. She didn't dare,
for fear the cook would leave." Philadelphia Bulletin.

at So.

tons, valued

4G0.946

26f,t97.

Ad Innocent

"Do you like dialect?" asked the literary young woman. "Yes," answered
Senator Sorghum: "If 1 had my way
I'd have it used altogether. It would

Laxative Brouio Quiuiue Tablets. Price 25c.
There are 137 counties
Georgia and in eighty-sevelute prohlbl t ton exists.

In

the state of
1
of these
ub-8-

n

Now early cuoumbo.a inone of the best paying
vegetables, so also earliest radishes, peus,
tomatoes, beets, etc.
For 16c. and this Notice
the John A. Suiter Seed Co.. LuCrosse, Wis.,
aend you 150 kinds of vegetable and flower
seeds and mummoth catalog lelllng all about
money making vegetable. Murketgardeners

TO MOTHERS

Ilrs. J. II. Hashing, of Chicago,
111., President Chicago Arcade
Club, Addresses Comforting list, 30.
W. N. U.
me
Words to Women Ilegarding
Childbirth.
FRUIT & GARDEN LANDS
" Deak Mns. PiNEnAM t Mothers
need not dread childbearinpr after they
know the value of I.ytlia I'. Plnk-hum- 's

Vegetable

House and Iots. H.H. Atntir,CannnCUy,Co lo
Tenuo tatty. Monthly pay menu If mrv convenient
,

Compound.

While I loved childrca I dreaded the
ordeal, for it left mo weak und sick

807--

IV

"But," protssted the new arrival as
St. Peter handed him a golden trump,
"I can't play this instrument. I never
practiced while on earth." "Of course
you did not." chuckled the old man.
That's why you are here." Chicago
News.
"I planned my house out of my own
bead."
"I didn't know
wooden dwelling."
MHk

a:

that yours was

a

Good Use of Ilia Time.

Gentleman "My little
Benevolent
boy, have you no better way to spend
this beautiful Subbath afternoon than
by standing In front of the gate Idling
away your time?"
Boy "I ain't Idling away my time.
There's a chump Inside with my sister
who Is paying me ten cents an hour to
watch for pa."

I..,.

the (llrl
"While I was engaged to her she
made me give up drinking, smoking,
Last of all, I gave up someand golf.
thing on my own account."
"What was that?"
"The girl." Judge.

cape-line-

Up

Mr. Frank "No, I won't take that
horrible stuff." Mrs. Frank "But the
It." Mr. Frank "I
ordered
doctor
don't care. Why. that stuff would kill
Mrs. Frank "If you really
a mule."
think eo, John, don't take H."

"Do you know that
our landlady is taking a course in
btar Boarder
culture?"
physical
"Yes; I presume she thinks It ha3 at
last come to a test of supremacy be- ! w
herte'.f and the butter she
serves." Ohio Stute Journal.
New Boarder

(

Whyte "Browne
Black
isn't he?"

is very economical,

Well,
"Browne?
I'll tell vou. Browne Is the sort of
man who. when he wants an awl and
hasn't any, instead of buying one, will
go to work to make one by stralghten- Somervllle
corkscrew."
Ing out

Journal.
MIsb

Smith (to

She Wm Not Hull.

about
your

having large feathers standing,
"You've hud some acquaintance with
out at either aide of the trout, giving Miss Withers; Is she really as dull as
plays his own accompaniments so
them breadth, the edge of the hal most people seem to think her?"
beautifully I couldn't murder them for
swathed In lace. Feutre satin Is on
should say not. She
Well,
"Dull?
htm." Mr. Dearborn gallantly "Oh,
of the novelties in felt, and an acceptcuts me every time we chance to'

them

1

Many pretty hatpins are being made
out of those old earrings which most
people are burdened with and regard
Small cameos
only as a superfluity.
set In gold, onyx or cornelians require
only a strong pin attached to them
to turn then into useful as well as

ornamental hatplna.

yes, you could."

meet."

Judge.

Eric found It dull work
playing football all alone. Why shouldn't mother play, too? There she was
sitting sewing in the drawing room.
"Mother, come out and have a game of
football with me!"
"Can't play, dear boy."

In consequence of two years' overproduction of wine, the situation In
Franco has reached such a point that
the government is considering relief

8

l eulury Uulldlng,

and Ktout Ht.

Denver, Colo.

tlmrift nun

014

Denver.

E. E. BURLINGAME A CO.,
ASSAY OFFICE mo

laboratory

Hit ablished in Colorado, 1866. Samples by mailor
express will receive prompt and careful attention
Gold & Silw Ruillon
oV puBCHAitS?''
MHS.

J. II. IIASKIX3.

for months after, end at the time I
thought death was a welcome relief;
but before my last child was born a
pood neighbor advised .. il In I '.. I 'i 11 k

lo

in continual excellent health."
Mrs. J. II. IIabuins, 31M8 Indiana Ave.,

mo

Chicago, III.

It not gtnulnt.

f&OOO

forfait If about

Ultimo-nla-

l

Care and careful counsel Is
what the expectant nnd would-fmother needs, and this counsel
she era secure without cost by
writing to Mm. l'inkhuiu ul
Ly un, Alans.

'teffgfSJ
Denver, olo.

Concentration Tests-- 100
1736-173-

1

huni'M Vegetable Compound, und
1 used that, together
with your Pills
and Sanative W&bh for four months
before tiie child's birth;
it brought
me wonderful relief. I hardly had an
ache or pain, end when the child waa
ten days old 1 left my bed strong in
health. Every sprinrr I'ndfnll I nnv take
nbottloof Lydin I'.. I'i 11k hit m's Veg-ctabCompound and find it keeps

I

Lawrence St

8

C

mmmm

i.i. One dotte re- tiiil No. a:
iver, writes: "Ilsr-- i
Remedy for Khmmmtit
cured me of Nuu-afor ycttr.' Wa
rulgla ufter cuffcruiif at lutui
cured many
textimoiitulM It
mitllh WnMerr. your
U will cure you.
UttlKhbora.
olorudo people,
IK
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Col orado tethu
liar.
U. L, Smith, .' 17th SI.,

Send lo

Drug Co. lyenvirt
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for Free Hum pie,
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SEED
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Mitten, try
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Answering
Advertisemeots
Mention This facer.

GOOD SEEDS
Our

Ilia Misfortune.

Us

AND EUSINESS COURSES.
SHORTHAND
VtititlouH wcureil. Four lt'Kwms lu Hhorthiuid by
mail, in--CatiiliHiua.
huiid

m

Mr. Dearborn,

','AUon?.y,'B'' PENSIONS

parents, ptflMatattf uni claim'.. Alto pracand maclilnlHt. Intricate mechanical
pultiiit tube a specialty.

BolknlOT of
tical enidm-f-

save us busy men a heap of looking
in the dictionary." Washington Star.

able ouc, too.

BLADDER

KIDNEY

Wliitt Did

lei! llla Fkd.
Colored felt hau will be worn with
gowns, and with the beaver
tailor-mad- e
felts quite high crowns aru permissible.
though In others nothing Is thought of
but the wide, flat shape. The colors of
the felts are as varied as the shades of
pastel dresses.
For good, hard wear
s
are most sought after,
the
and they are waved and bent to tha
face, and are often trimmed with
wreaths of silk or rosea softened with
lace. The Marquise hats are very pretty In white bound with black velvet.
White felts are fashionable, man of

IT

ADAITF.n TO TIIK IltltKlATKI)
WEST. A PVIX LINK OF

MAKE
GOOD

CROPS

LANDS OK TUB

Garden. Field and Flower Seeds,
FERTILIZERS,

GARDEN

measures.

l'Ol'hTKY

Klndneea In us 1b the honey that
blunts the stlnjj of unklndnesa la another. Landor.

Colorado Seed House

TOOLS,

HV 111.1 KH,
AND IIKK KKKl'KKS'
Wrl a fur our bt pue Illuntratud Cutaiotfuu Vltl'.K.

KTC.
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The Bishop's Timely Text.
One of the occasions when Bishop
Brooks preached at Harvard a special
musical Bervlce was given. Solomon
, better known to the students as
"8ol," again consented to sing for the
great preacher. He sang a solo before
the sermon In fine voice and In a beautiful way that touched his hearers.
The Impressive silence that followed
was broken by the famous bishop's
text: "Saul, Saul, why pcrsecutest
thou me?" Boston Herald.
Why He Was Chosen.
lecturer, who had
been Invited to serve as a substitute
In a country place, felt some nervousness, knowing he was to fill the place
of a more famous man. This feeling was not diminished when he heard
himself thus announced by a long
limbed, keen eyed farmer: "This man
Is our substitute.
I don't know what
he can do. Time was short, and we
had to take That we could git!"
A well known

dHKiP

jfe

:

ill jii

Increases Coinage of Farthings.
The British mint has been busily
engaged In coining farthings. Until
very recently the farthing has been
almost an unknown coin in many,
perhaps the majority of the British
possessions. They are only coined
to encourage thrift in the colonies.
By introducing tha smallest coin of
the realm a savim; can be effected on
purchaser of .small quantities of
goods.
Wanted Medicine fcr Right Side.
"A woman came Into my store the
other day." remarket the druggist,
"and asked my assistant to give her
MISS JULIA MARLOWE
something for a pain she had in her
Heartily Approves of Peruna for the Nerves.
right side. While tho young man
the mixture, the
N a recent letter to The Penina MediThis can be easily obviated by using was compounding
cine Co., Miss .In lia Marlowe. of New Peruna. l'eruna strikes at the root of woman approached me and said: 'Are
give me what I need?
the difficulty by correcting the diges- you sure he
York City, writes the following-- :
Tell him to be sure and make up the
tion.
Digestion furnishes nutrition for the medicine for the right side.' "
"I am glad to write my endorse-menerve centers. Properly digested food
of the great remedy, Peruna,
furnishes these reservoirs of life with
as a nerve tonic. I do so most
Morning.
vitality which leads to strong, steady VIII
heartily. "Julia Marlowe.
there renlly be a mornlnc?
nerves and thus nourishes life.
,
Is there such a thing as day?
Peruna is in great favor among Could I see It from the mountains
Nervousness is very common among
vocav
who
It I were ns tall ns they?
have
omen, especially those
women.
This condition is due to
Has it feet like water lilies?
The nerve .ons that are trying to the nerves.
anemic nerve centers.
Has It feathers like a bird?
centers are the reservoirs of nervous
Is it brought from famous countries
vitality. These centers become bloodBuy a bottle of Peruna
Of which I've never heard?
less for want of proper nutrition.
Oh some scholar, oh some sailor
If you do not receive all the benellts
Oh some wise man from tho skies,
This is especially true in the spring
you
expected,
from Peruna that
Please to tell a little pilgrim
season.
spring a host of invalids
write to Dr. S. B. Hartman, ColumWhere the plac. called morning lies!
mtly Dickinson.
are produced as the direct result of
bus, Ohio.
weak nerves.
Pioneers' Use of Quinine.
The Rearing of Lions.
The married man can get a much
The soldiers in our civil war depend-et'- .
warmer welc ome by taking home a box
Few, if any, menageries in the world
greatly upon quinine. The pioneers
ol chocolates than he can by taking can show a more remarkably record of In our country when It was first sethome a box of cigars, and the chocolion rearing than that of the Dublin tled and civilized had as hard work
as much.
lates don't cost
"zoo." From the old Hon house,, which
fighting fever and ague in the then
was recently replaced by a magnificent
malarial districts as in fightEvery housekeeper should know building, lo which Lord Roberts has swampy,
his name, Hons bred within its ing Indians, ard quinine was even
that If they will buy Defiance Cold given
walls have been consigned to almost more necessary than firearms.
Water Starch for laundry use they every
quarter of the globe. Upward of
will save not only time, because it 2(10 cubs saw the light in the old lion
Believe Fish Have Souls.
never sticks to the iron, but because house, and the sum of nearly $25,000
each package contains 16 oz. one full resulted from their sale to other meIt is said that the Shoshone and
pound while all other Cold Water nageries, both at home and abroad. Sioux Indians, as well as some other
pound packOne lioness, whose career In the gar- tribes, Including the Mohawks, believe
Starches are put up In
ages, and the price is the same, 10 dens extended over a period of sixteen that fish have souls and that whobirth in her time to no
cents. Then again because Defiance years, gave fifty-fivcubs, which real- ever catcnes and eats them must
than
Starch is free from all injurious chem- fewer
throw the bones back Into the water,
ized the sum of 17,000.
icals. If your grocer tries to sell you
otherwise the fish will return to
he
is
has
package it
because
a
haunt him.
to
a stock on hand which he wishes
dispose of before he puts In Defiance.
HIM
EVERY
Girl Turns Out Lights.
He knows that Defiance Starch has
The Strassburg police were puzzled
printed on every package in large letters and figures "16 ozs." Demand De- E0W HE GOT BID OF HIS OBSTINATE for some time by the fact that every
night a number of street lights were
fiance and save much time and money
MUS0IJLAE RHEUMATISM.
turned off. They finally succeeded In
and the annoyance o; the iron sticking. Defiance never sticks.
Mr. .lom t Telia of tho Way by Which Ha catching the culprit a young girl, who
gave as her excuse for her strange
Treated lilinrtelf Hut'Ceaafully
When Doctors Failed,
Wifklns: "I believe 1that dog; of mine
condiict that It amused her.
Bifklns:
as
do."
knows uh much
Six physicians, all of them good, one ot
"Huh! I've Keen smarter dogs than
that."
them H specialist, bad dune their best
Superstitious Belie's Cling.
fn' Mr. Jones nt different t inn s driving
In
the reservation schools estabIn a Pinch, Use ALLEN'S
three years, and still ho suffered fear- lished by Uncle Sam it has been found
A powder. It cures painful, smarting, nervfully from the tortures of rlieuinntism.
ous feet and ingrowing nails. It's the
that superstition is the most difficult
The 'rheumatism that had been dorgreatest comfort discovery of the age.
element to eradicate, and until it can
system
suddenly
was
his
in
mant
for
A
certain cure
Makes new shoes easy.
be conquered the inculcation of the
stage
exposure
by
to
acute
brought
an
25c.
Sold
all
druggists,
by
sweating feet.
higher knowledge will prove futile.
Trial package FREE. Address A. S. while he was drawing ice in February,
Olmsted, Le Koy, N. Y.
1001. From that time ou for a period,
Harvard's Choicest Treasure.
of more than three years he was a cone
man Is at least conThe
college is rich in treasures
He tried many lauds of
sufferer.
stant
Harvard
enough to relieve Providence
siderateresponsibility.
treatment, but the rheumatism wouldn't of many kinds in its vast series of
Of the
budge. When regular doctors failed, museums, but the choicest of all
Is the Ware collection of
and oue remedy after another proved
useless, many said: "I should think be Blaschka glass models of plants in the
money." Botanical museum.
Tea has more to do with would give it np and save histime,
Mr.
Of bis condition at this
your thoughts at table than Jones says : " My rheumatism started
Born, Not Made.
in my right thigh, but in time it apThe art of ruling Is capricious; tho
anything else of your fare ?
peared in every muscle of my body. I
highly educated and even the expelost the use of my left arm en"It would be nice to be as bright as tirely and nearly lost the use of my rienced are often outdone by some
Miss Scintlllant is." "it would be a
My feet were badly affected, coarse upstart with a mere Instinct for
whole lot nicer to be as bright as she right one.
R06S, in the
especially the bottoms of the heels. the right course. Adrian
thinks Bhe Is."
When my right side was affected there Tatler.
was swelling, but the left side didn't
Housekeepers
All Up
Eveless Eden.
use Defiance Cold Water Starch, be- swell when the disease settled there.
cause It Is better, and i ox. more of It The internal organs didn't seera to be
On the borders between China and
for same money.
town
involved at all. The trouble wai all iu Russia, in Asia, is a
the muscles and the nerves."
known as Marinatchln, which is inhabAmong the few who still encouraged
ited exclusively by men. An old law
THE FISH BRAND SLICKER
Mr. Junes to think that a cure might forbids women to live there.
A VALUED FRIEND
yet be fonnd was a friend who had
for great confidence in Dr. Wil"A good many yean ago I bought a
Exasperating.
liams' Pink Pills, aud acting ou her
FISH BRAND Slicker, and it haa proven
There is only one more exasperating
advice be bought a box of tbetn iu Sepa valued friend for many a itormy day, but
a balky horse, and
tember, 1904. The story of what fol- thing on earth than
now it ia getting old and I mint have
that a the man who refuses to be concould
be
uothiug
brief,
lowed
is
but
a
lend
me
Please
another.
vinced when you have presented plain
more satisfactory.
(Th Mm, of tbU worth, doctor, obllewl to bo out In oil
...... of wtalbar. will bo givou ua p.lfetiun. )
" When I was on the third box," says pioof that black is white.
HIGHEST AWARD WORLD'S FAIR, 1904,
Mr. Jones, " I could realize a cbunge for
Unique Jail.
the better. I felt sure then that Or.
A. J. TOWER CO. fffVTJt
Williams' Pink Pills were the right
The town of Kenneth, Cal., has no
Beaton, U. 8. A.
JLmm. .
medicine for my case. I kept ou with Jail building.
So it has put an Iron
TOWER CANADIAN
them for several weeks longer and now door at the mouth of a mining tunnel,
COMPANY, Limited
1 am .nin.lv well, and everybody is and the tunnel makes a roomy and seToronto, Canada
'MflBR1
asking
what I took."
cure calaboose.
Butta,
Clothing,
for
and
Hats
Wet Weather
Mr. William Joues lives at Oxford,
all kind of wet work or a port
Mich. Dr. Williams' Pink Pills effect
Finds Gold In Sand.
wouderful cures iu rheumatism, because
The remains of some sand that had
work directly ou the blood which is
they
Wataon t Oottman, I'uttnt
niTrllTO
I r N I N I. Tiiey Wuliini!l.iti. I'
AdVlea
Beat of the disease. They are sold been carted from I.ytle creek into San
fan I W free, 'rerun low. HluUttat ref the
Bernardina, Cal., for building purposes
by every druggist.
yielded $15 worth of gold to a prosThompson's Eyo Watr
Kvery niiti'i'ietl man has two wives
pector whose experienced eye had
that lie really bus and the one noted the metal's glitter as he was
W. N I J. DENVER. NO. l(i. 1505. one
he Just thinks he has.
passing It.
When Answering Advert. ;cme-it- o
Kindly Mention Thia Paper.
CURE I WiElE ILL (tit flits
A Fairy Tale.
BT
Uotl. UM E
liMt Couifii Hyru p. !,
in lime. Bolt :y drutfifliU.
Once upon a time there was an autoBEGGS' BLOOD PURIFIER
mobile which ran slowly and careCURES catarrh of the stomach.
of the
fully through the streets
"
Fllegende Blaettau.
city.

Liberty and Education.
When Texas revolted from Mexico
Its declaration of Independence contained the following: "It (Mexico) has
failed to establish any public system
of education, although possessed of

No

Defiance Starch
should 1e In every household, none so
good, besides 4 oz. more for 10 cents
than any other brand of cold water

starch.

A mnn may be able to read a woman
like a book, but he enn't shut her up.

Important to Mothers.
Exitrotne carefully every bottle of CA9T011IA,
for Infanta and children.
& safe and rare remedy
and tea that it
Hoar the
Signature
Over 30 Years.
Toe Kind You Uave Always Bought.

la Uto For

There nre no buffet onrH on a train of
'Msaaters.

TEA
We want you to have tlie
money, you know, if you
don't like Schilling's Best.

It Is asserted that Russln har no
wat- maps of Manchuria.
That's what
Russia gets for not watching
the
Amertenn newspapers, which have been
printing- revised edition
of
them
dully.

Your froccr returns your mouay if you don't Uw

-

It

Insist on Getting

Srvrne grocers

say they don't keep
Defiance Starch. This Is because they
have a stock on hand of other brands
containing only 12 oz In a package,
which they won't be able to sell first,
because Defiance contains 16 oz. for
the same money.
Do you want 16 oz. Instead of 12 oz.
for same money? Then buy Defiance
Starch. Requires no cooking.

"When did Rev. Mr. Henpeck tnkc orders?" "He was married In lift, and
he's tieen taking them ever since."

000XCKKK00WO(OOOOoOXX

The Happy Child.

If t'iimmantler Peary thinks the north
There is nothing like
pule Is a big stick. It is perfectly natthat lie should send the ship
ness to make a child a favorite. Nt ural
RoOSOVOlt after It.
one likes the cross.
boy oi
girl. A ragged, barefoot boy selling
S.ime men bustle almost as hard for
.lob as some women hustle lor a bull
papers on the street will often attract :il.und.
one just because he Is so Jolly, so htp-palthough it might seem as thougt
Quality Brings the Business.
Seven million (i000.(HJi Ileit is' Single
he had much to grumble about. Do
straight 5c cigar now sold annuBinder"
not encourage tears and bad temper, ally. Made
of extra quality tobacco. Many
but rather smiles and pleasant words wlio formerly smoked 10c cigars ure now
light-hearte-

Lewis' Kiuglo Binder.
Factory, I'eoria, 111.
smoking

German Silver.
German silver derives its name fron
the fact that it was first manufactur
ed at Hlldburghausen, Germany. It Is.
an alloy of copper, zinc and nickel. It
is variable in comoosltion, according
to the requirements of the manufacture, but may be stated for genernl
purposes to consist of 50 parts of copper, 30 of zinc and 20 of nickel.

A Marvel of Relief

St Jacobs Oil

Lewis'

Safe and sura for

Lumbago

TEA
Don't buy it out of a bin or
a canister, buy it in lb or b

and

Sciatica

y--

packages.
IK

It Is the specific virtue of penetration In this
remedvthat earn" it right to the pain spot
and effects a prompt euro.

In every package of Schilling's Best Taa is a back.
lluw ia Make Uoud Tea.

nearly every man would like to pjif
Output.
judgment on trustt- from the inside.
has estimated
after much figuring, that tho annua-outpuof link sausage in this country
amounts to more than 400,000,000
yards, or 227,272 miles.
This Is
enough to extend around the world
Sausage

Link

000000000-0000K00(KX-

journal

trade

A

t

THE SECRET OUT.

nine times at the equator but
sage will not keep at the equator.

sau-

of English Properties.
Fulham is probably the oldest con
tlnuoufy owned property in the British kingdom. It has belonged to the
bishops of London for 1,300 years and
has survived all the changes, ecclesiastical and civil, which the church and
state of England have witnessed in
that time.
Oldest

e

12-o-

OjjEjSKS

Newspaper of Long Ago.
Fifty numbers of a newspaper oA
years old have been found In tht.
state archives at Stettin. Ponieranlft.
containing quaint descriptions of tho
plague, shipping disasters, etc., the
news of January being given only In
August.

Ain't

FOOT-EAS-

The Prospect Pleasing.
In this grcaf
to be

It good

uld world

When Hie liylit is all mound you. an'
when heaven ain't fur away?
When a feller feels like tlyln' with the
bright wlnsrs of a bird.
An his soul sings "Httlleluja!" an' he
means It every word!
Atiantu Constitution.

1

self-mad-

TEA

I

'Quinine a Necessity in India.
No one would venture to travel In
India without quinine. Before its discovery 2,000,000 of people died annually In India of malarial fever; the
mortality from
cause is now less
than half that number.
Oil in Roumania.

Large oil wells have been discovered In the northern part of Roumania,
and petroleum is now being exported
to many parts of Europe, where it
takes the place of American and Una
flan petroleum.
Console

Yourself

With This.

"If everybody was as lucky as In
thinks he ought to be," said uncle
Eben, "dar wouldn't be nobody lef to
do tie regular work dat has to be 'ten
ed to.-- ' Washington Star.

rea-ao- u

.,..r,

com-

nmf

brisk.

one-tent-

j

was

health

The Days of Ship Carving.
Years ago, when ship carving wat,
considered one of the fine arts, sure
to return rich financial rewards, boys
were encouraged to learn it. An old
ship carver says when he was a young
roan he was kept busy from early
morning till late at rjlght, and it was
a poor season when he was unable to
earn $4 a day, and from that to $5, $7
and even $8 a day when business was

y

iKkWZ

a Con-

Foster-Mllbur-

y.

price-liat- ."

No Appetite
Just
tinual Backache.

pletely broken down.
My back ached and
was so lame that at
times I was hardly
able to dress myself.
I lost
my appetite
First Uses of Perfumery,
and was unable to
sleep. There seemed
The use of perfumery among the nato be no relief until
tions of antiquity was in the nature
I took
of respect and delicate homage.
Doan's Kld- It
had sacred attributes and was a "con- ny Pills; but four boxes of this rem-erifection, alter the art of the apotheeffected a complete and permacary, tempered together, pure ant nent cure. If suffering humanity knew
holy."
Later, perfumery became as th value of Doan's Kidney Pills they
soclated with luxurious Indolence and would use nothing else, as it Is the
sensuous relaxations, its continued only positive cure I know."
use to the present time is a survival
for sale by all dealers. Price 50
Co., Buffalo, N.Y.
of the latter Impulses.
cents.

nt

d

Sleep

Joseph McCauley, of 144 Sholto
street, Chicago, Sachem of Tecumseh
"Two years sgo my
Lodge, says:

almost unlimited resources (the public domain), and ' although it Is an
axiom In political science that unless
a people are educated and cnlighten-eIt Is Idle to expect the continuance
of civil liberty or the capacity for

I

good-size-

We have oil heard of the man who
waa killed by kindness but the proof
In lacking.

ALL BROKEN DOWN.

Wear Symbols of Prowess.
The Borans, inhabitants of Southern Abyssinia, wear heavy bracelets
of metal and Ivory, each of which
represents some dangerous animal or
man killed by the wearer.

The Door Stands Wide Open.

To refute the many false and malicious attacks, Itogus formulas ami other
untruthful statements published concerning Doctor l'iorcc's
Medicines the Doctor has "leaded to
h
all the Ingredients entering into his
"Favorite Proscription" fur women and
his equally popular tonic alterative
known as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery. Hereafter every bottle of
these medicines leaving the great Laboratory at Buffalo, N. Y.. will liear upon it
a full list of ull the ingredients entering
Into tin- compound. Both arc made entirely from native mots, barks and herbs.
Tho ingredients of the "tiolden Medical Discovery " being Golden Seal root,
Queen's root, Black cherry bark, Mandrake root, lllondriKit.
Why is it so many have been strengthened and benefited by the tonic effect of
Dr. Plena's ('.olden Medical Discovery?
It Is because at this time of tin- year
people feel
nerveless, sleepless
and worn out. Poisons havo accumulated in their body during tho long winter. Their lilotsl stores up a lot of wasto
product which poisons tho system. That
Is why in the spring and early summer a
tonic. Is almost a necessity. Dr. Pierce's
Golden Medical DUcovery being made of
uifdlcianal pl.miv is next to nature and
tht! Itest tonic you can use. For the same
reason that vegetables and greens arc
good for the system at this time of the
year, so Is it true that a tonic made up
entirely of medicinal plants, w ithout tiie
use of alcohol, is the proper medicine lo
take at this time. It fills the blood witli
rich, red blood corpuscles. It gives you a
feeling tjf strength, and it puts sunshine
Into your system as no other remedy can.
That Is why Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical
Discovery has been such a favorite for
the past forty years. He is not afraid to
PPM his laboratory to the public, and he
invites every one to visit his Invalids'
Hotel aud Surgical Institute, at Buffalo,
N. Y., to sec how systematically the sick
are taken cure of and cured, as well as
looking over his huge laboratory and setting the scientific methods of preparing
this wonderful tonic. Neither man nor
World-fame-

d

puli-lis-

run-dow-

Dr.

Pierce'sttWal!
ter of good

health, and good health Is largely a matter of healthy activity of the bowels. Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cure constipation. They are safe, sure and speedy,
and once taken do not have to be taken
always. One little "Pellet" Is a gentle
laxative, and two a mild
cathartic They never D.Ck lfiLC
gripe. By all druggists.
The selfish seller who urges some substitute is thinking of the larger proOt
he'll make, and tot of your best good.

ItllClS.

Say Plainly to Your Grocer
That you want LION COFFEE always, and he,
being a square man, will not try to sell you anything else. You may not care for our opinion, but

What About the United Judgment

of

Millions

of housekeepers who have used LION COFFEE
for over a quarter of a century ?
Is there any stronger proof of merit, than the

Confidence of the People

and ever Increasing popularity 7
COFFEE Is carefully selected at the plantation, snipped
direct to our various factories,
where It is skillfully roasted and
carefully packed fn sealed packages unlike loose coffee, which
Is exposed to germs, dust. Insects, etc. LION COFFEE reaches
you as pure and clean as when
It lelt the factory. Sold only In
1 lb. packages.

Mountain of Iron.
What is said to be a solid moun':.tln
ot iron hps been discovered in Styrta,
Austria. The mountain is situated In
the famous iron mining district of
Leoben.
Beans a Japanese Dainty.
Beans, which looked like the ordinary liver bean of this country,
cooked tender and given a coating of
sugar, were among the sweetmeats
served at a Japanese entertainment
the other day. They are said to be a
common Japanese dainty.

woman can be handsome who has Impurities in the blood, for it will show in
pimples, boils, and eruptions, in tin; dark
circles a Oder the eyes and in the sallow
complexion. After taking "tiolden Medical Discovery " you are hound to have
pink cheeks and a Freeh complexion.
The muscles get the good, rich, rod blood,
that puts on strength. It Is a tlesh
builder, but not a fat builder.
As an example of the good results thus
obtained, note the following letter:
"In the r 1809, I had an attack of
Indigestion and got so bad that my home
doctor said he could not do me any good,"
writes Mr. (!. Trent, of (iordonvlllo,
Texas. "I wrote to you anil yrtu advised
mo to use Dr. Pierce's (iolden Medical
Discovery, so I bought six bottles, and
when 1 commenced using It I was so
weak could hardly walk about the house.
By the time I had used one bottle my
stomach and bowels commenced to heal.
Thero were strips of the lining of my
bowels as largo as a man's two lingers
passed and 1 li.nl a great deal of misery
in my stomach and bowels, and also in
the rectum especially. I could not eat
anything without having much distress
afterward, but by the time I had taken
eight bottles of the 'tiolden Medical Discovery 'I was sound and well, and could
eat anything I pleased without suffering
in the least. Could also do as much
work In a day as I ever could. I have
not suffered from the trouble since."

LION

Lion-hea-

Stive

these

d

Lion-head- s

on every puckage.
for valuuble premiums.

SOLD BY GROCERS EVERYWHERE
To Clean Meerschaum Pipe.
To clean a meerschaum pipe place
the pipe in cold sweet milk in an
eartheuware Jar stood In boiling water
ard let It boll very slowly.

W00L80N SPICE CO.,

Toledo, Ohio.
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H. J. Vast, tbe watchman tit the
Black Copper, was in town an hour
or two Monday.
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Dr. Wm. R. row.;, president
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SUBSCRIPTION.

Weekly, per year. . ..
Weekly, six months.
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burglarizing
Lilt i iutia
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Independence, tmule our Nprmyei The goods were found
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ollleetwoor three pleasant vibite
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tn await tile action of
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40 the past week.
thrw months
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ash Pinker, an Hero county
brtdtreu had been washed
MX M.S.
and sneepman, and living near Weed,'
out between
was shot from ambush, and robr-eMiss Mwl Unitnon ws over Springer and the mail had not
by Tom G fell try. The murfj. ra the Moreno- valley, visiting reached Elizabetlitown for two
dered man had been to Roswell
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days,
with a toad of wool and was on
AVrn. MbTntre who is interested his
rctnrn when lie .as killed
V 0. R. Fmhh vra over early
Gold and Copper Tnn-ne- l and robbed,
Hts brother with a
11 outlay morning on professional in the Deep
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mountain, vraa over from Ebr.a morning
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The mail frta IWn very nnrelia-W- bethtowo, the first of the week, to the Sacramento mountains and
the post week on Recount of the look after his mining interest np shot him to death.
Blt ler creek.
hr rl storms
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Come and See Our Gocdsami Get Prices.

DISTRICT ATTORNEY.
SANTA FE, N. M
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ALLKY

Notary Public.
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Will Take You to the Gold, Camps? qi

PROSPFC70B OFFICE,
RED RIVER jN.M.
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Mrs. Dr. Jolin Bowman lett the
first, of tbe week for Colorado
Sj'rimrs. Colorado, nh'e has been
qnite ponr'v this winter, and she is
in hopes a !orer altitude will benefit her.
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Schpob books for sale at all times and novels to
rentt Call and see us. when you want anything
in our line.

Subscribe to tbe Prospector:
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Orgnn of tho.
Red River Miuir.g District.
is the Official
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is the Old.
Cetiilty.
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Phillips,
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You Ira heroby notiiled that I,
MINING ENGINEER
n i.
one hundred dollars
ban
during tbe ynaf liHH, in labor and
AND. U. S. GOV'T ASSAYER
upon tbe follownf lods claim,
situated Iu the Kea River Mining Untrlot WrJta For Prices And Envelopes For
ing District, in the county of Taos and
alalUng Samples.
Territory of New M'Xico and more fully
described in the k cition certificate, which
14 W. Missouri Ave.
in tbe mining records of
are recoiled
KAKAAB ClTT, MlBAOL'UL
the County of Taos and Territory of New
n
Mexiuo:
The Kvl mining hide
iu Book 22,
is recorded August 31th
on r 14a lft, said cluitn having been located on July l!2id
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visions of section 28M, revised statutes of
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tbe United tjtates and amendments there,
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Our Monthly Publicatiou
will keep you posted cn our
work and methods. Mailed
Free to the
ADVERTISING MAN
of any responsible house.
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ever to Hlizabethtown, Saturday.
Mr. Cleiand who has ieen a very The
Wash Out bv Flo
aiok man for some time, wbs able
to ride and thought i best to spend'
On account of the washouts on
a few weeks at that place near his
the cailroads, our camp has been
phyaiciau, Dr C. R. B'as.
out off from communication with
the outside world, the past two or
Cheated Dteath.
days. The outlook for rethr?e
fatally
ends
Kidney trouble often
ceiving
mail for the next two or
,ut by rhooKint.' the ri(ht. medicin
days
seems just as gloomy.
three
E. B. Wolf,., nf P.enr Grove, Iowa
from Trinidud, is
report
The
latest
cheated rteath, He says :"T wo years
bridges and
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the
that
ago I bad Ki Iney Trouble, whirb
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santa
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which eflVettfd a complete cure. I
track are badly washed out and will
l ave alno found them of great ben
cost the companies thousands of
frfit in general debility and nerve
and it may roaeh into miltrouble, and keep them constantly dollars
of
dollars to repair the damlions
ou hand, since, as I find they hare
by the late floods.
age
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to equal F. C. Bteveua. iiiaianteee
them at 50c.
Last Hope Vanished,
When leading physicians said
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
that W. M. Smithart, of Pekin, la.,
,H1J
Ktiot krer.j Tin that hnv. h.i-mrllraoe consumption, his last
T'" ' hope vanished ;but Dr. King's New
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The Independence Gold Mima;
Company has competed
ization and now is ready for busi
ness.
Ihev have brought over
fruna Elizabethtown, a c ir and rails
for the mine Dr. Wm. R. Powel
of Philadelphia, Petto., who is the
principal backer in the company,
is here looking after the interest of
the eastern parties and help place
the properly on a working basis.
J, A. Zwerge', the able Buperiulen-dt-u- t
of the company, is busy makt
to begin work iu
ing
e truest. They will hetfin consti
the road overto.Elir.alieUjtown
r.
as soon M the weatner will
The road is built fur the
of getting in tlunr machinery
which is uow at Elizabetluowu .
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